Take advantage of a CDW exclusive offer for your organization with CrowdStrike and CDW bundled offerings for the CrowdStrike Falcon platform!

CROWDSTRIKE FALCON

PROTECTION THAT POWERS YOU

Automatically Predict and Prevent Threats in Real Time for your Small Business

Purpose-built in the cloud with a single lightweight-agent architecture, the CrowdStrike Falcon® platform protects the most critical areas of enterprise risk — endpoints and cloud workloads, identity and data.

Powered by the CrowdStrike Security Cloud, the Falcon platform leverages real-time indicators of attack, threat intelligence, evolving adversary tradecraft and enriched telemetry from across the enterprise to deliver hyper-accurate detections, automated protection and remediation, elite threat hunting and prioritized observability of vulnerabilities.

Falcon Overview

FALCON PRO provides market-leading next-generation antivirus (NGAV) proven to stop malware with integrated threat intelligence and immediate response — with a single lightweight agent that operates without the need for constant signature updates, on-premises management infrastructure or complex integrations, making it fast and easy to replace your AV.

FALCON ENTERPRISE unifies the technologies required to successfully stop breaches, including NGAV, endpoint detection and response (EDR), managed threat hunting and threat intelligence automation, all delivered via a single lightweight agent.

FALCON PREMIUM stops breaches by combining NGAV, EDR, managed threat hunting, integrated threat intelligence and IT hygiene. In addition, Falcon Premium enables frictionless identity security with real-time threat prevention and IT policy enforcement using identity, behavioral and risk analytics.

FALCON PRO, EXCLUSIVE FROM CDW *

MSRP $15.99

The Falcon Pro for CDW bundle includes Falcon Prevent™ next-generation antivirus, Falcon Intelligence™ automated threat intelligence, Falcon Device Control™ USB visibility and control, Falcon Firewall Management™ host firewall and Falcon Express Support.

EDC: 7155025
Manufacturer SKU: CS.PROCDW.SOLN
Minimum Quantity: 5
Maximum Quantity: 249

FALCON ENTERPRISE, EXCLUSIVE FROM CDW *

MSRP $71.99

The Falcon Enterprise bundle for CDW includes Falcon Prevent, Falcon Intelligence, Falcon Device Control, Falcon Firewall Management, Falcon Insight XDR™ detection and response for endpoint and beyond, Falcon OverWatch™ threat hunting and Falcon Express Support.

EDC: 7155028
Manufacturer SKU: CS.ENTCDW.SOLN
Minimum Quantity: 5
Maximum Quantity: 249

FALCON PREMIUM, EXCLUSIVE FROM CDW *

MSRP $77.99

The Falcon Premium bundle for CDW includes Falcon Prevent, Falcon Intelligence, Falcon Device Control, Falcon Firewall Management, Falcon Insight XDR, Falcon OverWatch, Falcon Discover™ IT hygiene and Falcon Express Support.

EDC: 7155033
Manufacturer SKU: CS.PREMCDW.SOLN
Minimum Quantity: 5
Maximum Quantity: 249

Contact your CDW Account Manager today for more information or visit www.cdw.com/crowdstrike.com

*Valid for new customers only.